an invitation to ...

investing
in your marriage

together
‘Unique, imaginative and fun - this course is firmly based on Christian principles and is full of
practical wisdom. We think Together is a brilliant resource that will help husbands and wives
to love and understand each other even more and look afresh at the dynamics of their
marriage.’
Lyndon and Celia Bowring
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Is it possible to have a marriage that is truly ‘alive and kicking’ even amidst the stress and
busyness of life? How do we make a good marriage great?
Together is a nine-session group study that tackles just these questions. Marriage, as the Bible
makes clear, was God’s idea – and you are invited to look at God’s plan for marriage and to
address ‘real life’ issues, such as improving communication, resolving conflict and expressing love.
It’s not a typical ‘marriage enrichment’ course nor just a Bible study on the topic of marriage. Rather
it helps each couple draw closer to each other and to God in practical ways.

No ‘group therapy’ or embarrassing revelations! Each session covers a separate topic and
includes discussion questions appropriate for a group setting. Private issues are kept for couples to
discuss at a separate ‘Couple Time’ between the sessions.
Come along to an Introductory Session which allows couples to give it a try
and decide if it’s for them or not.

the Introductory Session will be on:
date:
time:
place:

Together is reinforced by scripture, humorous quotes
and cartoons, practical wisdom and interactive sections
to help couples to look at their marriage in a new way,
set shared goals and invest in their
relationship – whatever their stage of life.

To find out more talk to your group leaders (contact
details overleaf) or go to our website for more
information, FAQs and to watch a short video:

www.togetherinmarriage.com

What others have said…
‘Good fun and great to meet with others, as well as investing in your own marriage.’
‘The course has been an oasis in our busy world.’
‘ ’A lot of friends asked - "what you doing a marriage course for, you got problems then?" to which our reply was
"not yet, and hopefully with the groups help it will stay that way!" For us the course has given us time to talk about
subjects we had skirted round over 16 years of marriage and ensure they didn't become an issue in the future.
‘… puts God in the centre’
… reminded us how precious our relationship is - would recommend it to everyone!’

